ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
The object detection technique is one of the most important image processing and computer vision methods those used in many fields today. During the detection many features can be extracted such as colors, orientations, centroids, textures, edges, and ext. the detection methods and especially the edges techniques are used in the fields of military, medicine, biological researches, industrial applications and many others. These techniques are sometime used to support other types of detection methods, it can help them to complete the final work such as the medical and the industrial applications, in other time it represent the mainly part of the work. Three different pencil sharpeners with different colors: Blue, Green, and Indigo are detected used four types of edges detection ( Figure 1) ; the area in pixel, centroid and the orientation are calculated using the MBR, while the MR (Misclassification Ratio) is used to calculate the detection accuracy for all types of the used edges detection (Canny, Laplace, Sobel, Prewitt) when applied for these objects. According to the used methods and referring to the obtained results, the canny edges detection is the best one of the applied method. 
RELATIVE WORKS
Canny and other types of edges detection techniques are used by the researcher inside other type of image processing detection methods in their works, as mentioned before, these methods can be used individually or with others, the canny edge detection is an operator developed by John F. Canny, it is used for purpose of detection, it uses a multi stage algorithm type [7] . The Sobel technique which is mostly named the sobel filter or sobel-Feldman operator is presented by Irwin Sobel in 1968, it is used in computer vision and also image processing detection algorithms [11] , it is really a discrete differentiation technique, it can compute the gradient of the intensity function of the image, in this type, each point or pixel inside the image is corresponded as a gradient vector or norm to it. The prewitt operator [12] which is presented by Judith M.S. Prewitt is found the edges using the prewitt approximation to the derivative. In most of the works today, many proposed methods merged between two or more methods to present new techniques with many enhancements, other researches are done depending on a comparison between many methods over the same material (objects). In [1], Min. C. Shin and et.al a comparison between the edges detection techniques is done. They used the structure from motion (SMF) to do an evaluation over the algorithms of edges detections. The obtained results suggested that the ratings of the canny detector performance is based on the pixel level matrices and also on the SFM are related one to each other and have high performance like canny and other detectors. In [2], Sayed Jahanzeb Hussien Pirzada and et.al are enhanced the edges detection techniques using low pass filter inside the canny edge detection, this algorithm is used as a features extraction, the extracted features are not same when its captured from different directions. In this work, a study of an orientation's effectiveness for the detected objects is done, assumed that the objects images are captured from many sides; many edges types are applied for these images with which are content same shape objects with different colors. In [3], Andrew H. S Lai, and Nelson H. C. Yung are presented a novel method for lane algorithm detection used for surveillance traffics tracking, they tried to isolate one path from all the captured image then surrounding or mask the car needed to be detected or tracked from the other parts, also used to notes any sudden changes or movements, the edges techniques are used here and the orientation is detected during the detection and tracking tackle, most of the time when the objects are detected more one time with many orientations, the shapes and also number of pixels those extracted are not the same. Another study for the orientation inside the colors is done by Viswanath Gopalakrishnan, Yiquan Hu, and Deepu Rajan [4], they used the detection framework which is based on both color and orientation those distributed in image, the orientation framework is used to detect regions in images based on global and local behaviour of different orientations in images. In robotics field when an objects sometime has to be gripped by the fingers of the robots, it is very important to know the orientation of it to rotate the robot arm according to that and catch it, In [5] , a study for a mobile cleaning robot is done to measure the error in orientation, a new method is used to reduce the error in localization. In this paper , after studied the ideas given before, a new study for the orientation effectiveness is used to compare between many edges detection techniques when the same regions are detected from different sides, this rule is applied for the areas of detected objects used these many edges techniques.
Canny Edge Detection Technique
The canny edge detection is an operator or technique used for extracting the useful information and structures details from different vision's object, canny and the other type of edges techniques can reduce the amount of data to be processed. The canny algorithm includes applying the Gaussian filter which is used to smooth the image to remove the noisy parts, find the image gradients' intensity, applying the non-maximum type of suppression for the purpose of liquidation for the response's spurious to the edge detection, duplicate the normal value of threshold and finally using the hysteresis to track the edge [7] .
Sobel Edge Detection Technique
Sobel filter or as it is sometime called Sobel-Feldman operator, is a type of edges techniques used in image processing and also in computer vision, this type consist of two separated operations: the first one make a smoothing to be perpendicular to the direction that is derivative with a triangle filter, the second one is the central simple difference in the derivative direction, the Sobel operator can reduce the artifacts that is associated with the pure central operator's differences, but it does not have a perfect rotational symmetry. So this is a disadvantage of using it [8] .
Laplace Edge Detection Technique
The Laplace detector or as it is named the Laplacian operator is mostly represented as a blob detector that is used in computer vision field for the purpose of regions detection in digital captured images from a real or offline video (recorded video), this type of operators is used in this paper as one of many techniques applied for the purpose of orientation effectiveness.
Prewitt Edge Detection Technique
It is a discrete differentiation technique or operator that includes computing the gradient approximately for the image intensity function, this operator is usually based on convolving the used image with a separable, small, and integer filter value in both horizontal and vertical directions, it like Sobel operator in that it is inexpensive in computations relatively.
WORK AND RESULTS
In this paper, canny, Sobel, Prewitt, and Laplace edges detection methods are applied for three colors of a pencil sharpener (light blue -dark blue -green), each of these three sharpeners are captured in many orientations: (45o, 90o, 135o, 180o), figures (2-4), includes the area in pixels which are detected for three sharpeners with all the four mentioned orientations after applying the edges. The MBR is used to get the wanted orientation exactly, The purpose of this operation is to see if the changes in orientations may cause effects in detection (the edges techniques) or not, and to see also which type of edges techniques has the less effectiveness when the orientation is changed, the following tables (1 -4) are included the areas detected using the edges detection techniques for the sharpeners in all orientations cases, table 5 includes the correctly calculated areas before applying the edges techniques. Sometime the number of detected pixels in the region of interest are not reach the actual foreground pixel's number thus many methods are used over the time to refer to the errors and make many enhancement for the not well detected methods, the MR (Misclassification Ratio) [9] [10] , is used to find the error in detection for each one of the three used sharpeners (objects) for the four detected orientations (45, 90, 135, 180); to do that, the correctly area of the objects has to be calculated firstly, this is done by assuming that the object (sharpener) is a foreground part while the other parts are represented as a background, thus the subtraction operation is applied for the binary images mode to calculate the correctly object's area. The following steps and equations are used to find the MR:
• Total positive numbers (foreground) pixels which are correctly classified (TP) are normalized by the total positive (foreground) in order pixels to find (tp rate).
• Total positive numbers (foreground) pixels which are incorrectly classified (FP) are normalized by the total positive (foreground) pixels in order to find (fp rate).
• Total negative numbers (background) pixels which are correctly classified (TN).
• Total negative numbers (background) pixels which are incorrectly classified (FN).
• The true positive rate [10] (also called hit rate and recall) of a classifier is estimated as:
• tp rate = Positives correctly classified (TP) / Total positives (1)
• The false positive rate [10] (also called false alarm rate) of the classifier is estimated as:
• fp rate= Positive incorrectly classified (FP) / Total negatives (2)
• Finally to calculate the MR the following equation has to be used according to the following equation:
• MR =(FP+FN)/( TP+TN+FN+TN)* 100% (3) Figure 5 include a flow chard to find the tp, fp and MR factors in steps. In order find all of the mentioned factors, it is important to record the information of the captured images for the used objects before applying operations, these information include the directions of image to calculate the amount of each image's pixels, table 6 include the properties for the used images. The following tables (7-15) includes the TP, FP, tp, MR for the all given results from when the edges techniques are applied for the used objects, the total amount of pixels for all the used images are 76800 pixels. 99.985% In the following figures histograms (6, 7, 8, 9) , the MR for all the used edges techniques are implemented when applied for the three used sharpeners 135 o , 180 o ), each histogram figure include the MR% (Misclassification ratio %) of using the edges types over the three objects for one orientation divided by (10 more clearly than the actual values. Table 1 the orientation cases, this table is gave a pre the object and not effected with the orientation of it. The figures mention tables above to compare and find the best edge operator used to detect the sharpeners. 
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In the following figures histograms (6, 7, 8, 9) , the MR for all the used edges techniques are implemented when applied for the three used sharpeners (objects) for the orientations (45 ), each histogram figure include the MR% (Misclassification ratio %) of using the edges types over the three objects for one orientation divided by (10 -4 ) to make the differences be actual values. Table 19 includes the edges types used for the objects with all the orientation cases, this table is gave a pre-idea about the best edge technique which is detected the object and not effected with the orientation of it. The figures mentioned are also used with the tables above to compare and find the best edge operator used to detect the sharpeners. In the following figures histograms (6, 7, 8, 9) , the MR for all the used edges techniques are (objects) for the orientations (45 o , 90 o , ), each histogram figure include the MR% (Misclassification ratio %) of using the ) to make the differences be includes the edges types used for the objects with all idea about the best edge technique which is detected ed are also used with the tables above to compare and find the best edge operator used to detect the sharpeners. According to table 18, the canny edge is the more remind type (8/12), the Sobel edge is the second mentioned type (5/12), while the Laplace operator is never remembered (the worse type) figures (10, 11 , 12, 13) include a comparisons according to the tp ra it is not important to uses both tp and fp rate, thus only the tp rate is implemented in this work inside the MR. According to table 18, the canny edge is the more remind type (8/12), the Sobel edge is the second mentioned type (5/12), while the Laplace operator is never remembered (the worse type) figures (10, 11 , 12, 13) include a comparisons according to the tp rate. Whenever the MR is used, it is not important to uses both tp and fp rate, thus only the tp rate is implemented in this work According to table 18, the canny edge is the more remind type (8/12), the Sobel edge is the second mentioned type (5/12), while the Laplace operator is never remembered (the worse type) te. Whenever the MR is used, it is not important to uses both tp and fp rate, thus only the tp rate is implemented in this work
CONCLUSION
In this work, a study of orientation effectiveness is done for many edges detection techniques, the Canny, Sobel, Prewitt, and the Laplace operators are used to detect three different colored sharpeners, each one of these sharpeners are captured and dete (45o, 90o, 135o, 180o), the results of detections using these detection types are compared one with each other for the all objects (sharpeners) under the orientations used during the camera capturing operation, in order to misclassification ratio, are used, the tp rate are then used inside the MR to ensure the given results, although that the Sobel is be sharpener (light green sharpener) but the average given results shown that the canny edge type is the best used one, the Laplace operator is the worst used technique for all the objects and the used orientations, finally and according to the results the canny e objects have to be detected or captured by camera under many expected orientation.
FUTURE WORK
Other type of complex objects 'shapes can be used inside the sharpeners. Insides the edges techniques, many other detection effectiveness. Other type of methods can be used inside the MR and the tp rate to find the best or the less effected method with the object orientation or effectiveness of the camera for the captured images. In this work, a study of orientation effectiveness is done for many edges detection techniques, the Canny, Sobel, Prewitt, and the Laplace operators are used to detect three different colored sharpeners, each one of these sharpeners are captured and detected in many orientation cases (45o, 90o, 135o, 180o), the results of detections using these detection types are compared one with each other for the all objects (sharpeners) under the orientations used during the camera capturing operation, in order to compare between the used edges detection techniques, the misclassification ratio, are used, the tp rate are then used inside the MR to ensure the given obel is better than the other in two orientation used for the third ner (light green sharpener) but the average given results shown that the canny edge type is aplace operator is the worst used technique for all the objects and the used orientations, finally and according to the results the canny edge is nominated to be used when an objects have to be detected or captured by camera under many expected orientation.
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